REVIEW

Jensen mic preamp &
Radial Space Heater
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To celebrate Canada day GEORGE SHILLING investigates a pair of 500 series
modules from Vancouver-based Radial Engineering

adial’s range of 500 Series modules
and associated power racks seems everincreasing. Modules are now supplied with
ThumbSet screws which make installation of
modules slightly easier for ham-fisted sound engineers
like me, with no screwdriver required. Conventional
screws are also still supplied in case you prefer to keep
things slightly neater. Newer Radial power racks even
have a slide-in tray to help line up the connector strip,
which can be a bit of a fiddle. These modules however
were tested using an older Six-Pack Workhorse as host,
and like previously tested Radials feature completely
encased circuitry, bright and glossy Tonka-style front
panels, and a solid, high quality build.
Jensen Twin-Servo 500 — The original Jensen Twin
Servo 990 Mic Preamp was introduced in 1988, and the
basic circuit was published by Jensen Transformers as
an application note for their JT-16-B microphone input
transformer. It utilises two precision 990C op-amps
(developed and patented by Deane Jensen) to achieve
one tenth the distortion and twice the bandwidth of a
single stage design, by virtue of each op-amp having
to work far less hard. All coupling capacitors are
eliminated from the signal path for less degradation.

see, with zero near the middle. Below this is a lovely
big smoothly-damped continuous Gain knob with
an indicated range of 3 to 60dB, with markers at
odd intervals. Under this is a vertical row of square
pushbuttons. These comprise phase reverse (marked
180°), HPF which rolls off signal below 80Hz, Pad
which reduces input sensitivity by 15dB, and 48V for
phantom power, this accompanied by a red LED when
switched on. At the bottom is a Neutrik combo socket
for XLR mic input or 1⁄4” instrument jack input.
As well as the front panel input, the rear of the host
rack can of course access the mic input and this is wired
in parallel. If you have a Radial host then its Omniport
will also feed the instrument input, but plugging a jack
into the combo connector on the front will disable this.
The Jensen is incredibly clean and quiet — possibly
thanks to the transformers’ excellent common-mode
rejection (-72dB). The clarity is quite remarkable, with
immense detail in the high frequencies, especially
when using something like a Neumann U87. This
can seem almost over-bearing with some vocalists
and have you reaching for a warmer mic. But the
low end is also extremely fulsome. It has a touch
of the musical enhancement you get with an API,
but a fairly neutral and responsive translation of the
mic’s character (like a Maselec or Millennia), with
some enhanced high frequency detail. The DI input
is wonderfully fluid, and bass guitar sounded huge
and present, clearer than anything else I compared. n

PROS
EXTRAS

This new Radial version recreates the design with
Jensen dual 990 op-amps (with 100% discrete audio
signal path), a Jensen JT-16-PCJR microphone input
transformer (linear from 5Hz to 50kHz with less than
0.06% distortion), and a Jensen JT-11-EM output
transformer (linear from 2Hz to 200kHz with less
than 0.001% distortion). Inaccessible once installed
in a rack is the Ground Lift switch on the back of the
case, but as the Twin Servo has an input transformer
you are unlikely to need this. And lifting the ground
will scupper the phantom power.
At the top of the module is an excellent horizontal
10 segment LED meter which is clear and easy to
22

Clean, plenty of gain and headroom,
incredible frequency response
None

Space Heater 500 — You wouldn’t know it, even
with the module out of the rack, but inside the
case of the Space Heater is a 12AX7 valve (with
a non-radiating 140V charge pump) to deliver the
performance of a high voltage tube preamp, creating
authentic tube overdrive and distortion. Following
on from Radial’s rack-mounting eight channel Space
Heater summing mixer, Radial creates some drive for
the 500 Series user. The tube is right at the start of
the circuit, with a three position selector for different
voltages: 140V, 70V or 35V. The top position has a
red LED; the other two have yellow LED indicators.
A Drive knob at the top of the module sets the input
level to the valve, and below the selector switch is
a Level knob which acts as a master output fader.
Juggling these two knobs allows you to go from subtle
analogue warmth to full-on distortion, whilst keeping
the output at a sensible level. Both kill the signal at
fully anticlockwise. An oversized output transformer
adds vintage character and warmth too.
The bottom half of the module comprises a pair
of filters — Hi-Cut (LPF) and Lo-Cut (HPF) knobs,
with another three-position toggle in between. This
allows the filters to be placed before or after the tube
circuit (with a bypass position in the middle). This is
a useful choice to have — whether to drive with a full
range signal then filter it, or to filter before distorting,
providing quite a variety of tones. At the bottom is an In
resolution

pushbutton with LED which completely bypasses the
whole unit when switched out — handy for comparing
the ‘dry’ signal when setting the Level knob.
When used with a Radial rack, the Omniport
becomes a Hi-Z input, turning the Space Heater into an
instrument preamp with pro-level output. Incidentally,
there is a little switch on the case (only accessible with
the module out of the rack) which flips the valve’s
heater voltage from the positive to the negative power
rail in the rack — useful if you are sailing close to
the wind with power requirements. The Space Heater
specifies only a perfectly reasonable 80mA, (whereas
the Jensen above wants 110mA), so this shouldn’t be
a problem caused by the Space Heater.
At 35V the valve is starved and it breaks up at
relatively low levels. 70V allows more headroom before
breakup, while 140V allows you to be more subtle,
with greater headroom before distorting. Ramping it up
at this setting is perhaps more akin to a high gain guitar
amplifier. For signal with a wide frequency response,
the 140V setting retains more of the frequency range
for a bigger sound, in contrast the 35V setting can
make things seem choked — also sometimes useful.
A little bit of Drive at 140V is great inserted on a pop
or rock lead vocal for a forward and more aggressive
tone, perhaps pulling the high filter down a little bit in
post mode to take some harshness away. For a bit of
telephone or megaphone effect the high filter lowered
half way in pre mode works well, with the low filter
up to the maximum — I sometimes wished it went
further up than 500Hz, or that it was a bit steeper.
While most signals worked pretty well with a touch of
Drive, the Space Heater seemed less happy with flappy
bass guitar frequencies, with something of a cliff edge
between very subtle and overblown, even at the high
voltage setting, with transients from a plectrum bass
tending to be a bit splatty. And with drum loops things
worked best when the low end was pre-filtered. n

PROS

Everything from subtle warming to full tube
drive, useful filters

EXTRAS

You’ll need two for stereo treatment, doesn’t
like bass
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